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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The seventeenth century,sawthe first scientific work in,the field 

of dielec~rophoresis, and there were,individual observations of the 

1 2 3 phenomenon in tl)e eighteenth.century' ' • With, the,increased use of 

electricity in technology in the first half of the twentieth century 

various effects unacco'1ntable in terms of electrophoretic,forces were 

observed. This· led to work in the: field of liqui<;l dielectrics., 

These early experiments and discussio:ns,,in the field of.liquid di"."' 

ele~tri~s involved treating the dielectrics as perfect dielectrics4 ' 5 • 

The experiment,s were limited to, · the observation of· the phenomenon, · or 

its u~e to determine the dielectric constants of liquids~ Several ex-

perimenters, while studying electrophoresis; unkno:wingly observed die--

lectrophoresis. 6 Hatschelc. and !horne, experimenting on.the effect of a-o. 

electric field on.nickel sols·in tolue:ne, noticed that these:small par-

ticles migrated under . the influence. of· the ·· electric ·field, but unexpec-

tedly,did not reverse the:i..r direction of motion upon reversal of the, 

7 fielcl. Sorenoff attril;>uted the: coalescence of dust part.icles in high 

electric fields to,dielectric polarization, and wa$ the:first to n9te 

that any sus.pended body of higl;ier ccmdu:ct;ivity or dielectric constant 

than the suspending .medium moves towards the region of highest .field 

strength. However, it was not until 1951 that dielectrophoresis _was 

8 named,.and defined by H. A •. Pohl • 

1 
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Work since 1951 on dielectrophoresis has · been for the mo.st part con":" 

cerned only with the behavior of insulating solids and liquids9 with the 

view of.effecting the purification of polymers and fuels, and the deter-

mination of molecular weights. There. is ·good agreement be.tween theory, 

and experiment when these substances are theoretically treated as ideal 

d . l . 10 ie ectrics • However, Pohl and·Hawk in dielectrophoresis experiments 

of lossy.materials in water.observedanomolous results inexplicable. 

' i 1 h 11 using s mp et eory • The simple field theory did not take account of 

the fact·th~t the dielectrics were not p~rfect insulators. 

Pielectrophoresis is the motion of matter induced by the polarising 

action of anon-uniform electric field. This phenomenon differs from 

that of electrophoresis in that· in electrophoresis translational motion 

of a charged particle occurs in .. a uniform. electric field. 

When a non-uniform electric field is applied to a system consist~ng 

of a suspended particle in a liquid dielectric both substances.become 

polarized. If the particle is mqre polar than.the liquid it will ex-

perience a net force into the region of highest field intensity. But if 

the particle is less polar than the liquid the particle will mqve to the 

locus of lowest field intensity. Interestingly this holds fo'.I:' both A.C .;. 

and D.C. non-uniform electric fields. The equation of force for a spher- • 

12 ical particle in a weakly divergent field can be shown to be, • 

+ 
F = 

3 
21ra e: 

0 

2 
+ 
'v El I-1 

+ 
where F = force, a = radius of sphere, K1 , K2 = static dielectric 

constants of the liquid and the solid respectively, e: = permittivity 
0 
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of free space, and E = external field. · IEI is the·r.m.s~ value of•the 

electric field strength. If the particle is charged, then in A.C. di-

electrophoresis the net. _elec trophoretic · force over a cycle is zero. The 

pre4ictions made using this-equation agree with experiment_ when using 

10 poorly conducting materi~ls· • 

For lossy dielectrics in a time varying field, that is for those 

whose dielectric loss components are comparable to the real component, 

't f d h .h . f . . (I 1) i . l'dll H i ,was oun t at t e previous orce equation - s -inva i. • · ere. 

the absolute static diel_ectric consta.nts .must .be replaced by absolute. 

complex dielectric constants, i._e., replace·e:1 by e:1 
i = e: - - where. 1 . uip 

p = specific resistivity ohms -meter, and w·=·angular frequency, and 

making the K1 factor the complex conjugate. In this case the force on a 

13 sphere can be shown. to be 

+ 
F = 

3 
2 

V Re 1 .. (I-2) 

where * denotes complex conjugate, and v1 is the volume of.the sphere. 

The present.work investigated.the dielectrophoretic response of six 

particles differing in electrical properties, and in liquids of varying 

dielectric constants. This response was.measured as a function of 

frequency to determine frequency dependence. The effect of varying .the 

resistivity of the liquid mediµm on the.dielectrophoretic response at 

high frequency was also observed. The experimental results thus obtained 

were compared with those predicted 1by the above equation. 



CHAPTER II 

THEORY .. 

The dielectrophoretic force equation for non-ideal dielectrics .is 

obtained by. considering the variation of. the electrical energy in the 

electrical field upon the introduction of a dielectric body. The energy 

in·the field.for a linear·dielectric is given by 

w. = ~ ! v t · n dv, It-1 

the integral being taken over a volume v. The energy change due to the 

introduced body is 

!:,w· II-2 

the subscripts indicating the values before and after its introduction.' 

In the A.C. field.the electric and·di$placemertt vectors are not assumed 

-+ -+ 
to be in. phase and are represent'7d by complex quantities E = E exp (folT) 

-+ -+. 
and D = D exp (iwT). The complex dielectric constant is. introduced 

£: = £: 1 - iE: 11 , the imaginary part being due.to the loss of current in 

the dielectric £:'11 = G/w, where G equals conductivity at).d w equals angu-

lar frequency. The real part is. the dielectric constant: normally used. 

to characterize the storage of cl;large in a capacitan,ce. Both parts are 

normally frequency dependent. 

The electric field and displacement are physical quantities and 

the real parts are taken in the calculation of the time average of the 

4 
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energy change 

dv, II-3 

+ 
the bar indicating the·titile average·values. However, since both E and 

+ 14 
pare.simple harmonic functions.of time, and as.shown by Stratton • 

+ + 
Re (E) Re (D) = 

1 +*+ ! 

2 Re(E D), 

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate, then 

+ 
/J.w = 

1 
4 Re J v 

+ *+ + *+ 
(E2· n2 - E · D) dv. 

1 1 

The integral caq. be simplified by means of an identity.given by G. 

Schwarz20 , using.the relation 

II-4 

II-5 

II-6 

where Ej equals. the dielectric;:. constant of the liquid medium. The term 

on. the right· hand side .. is · zero · outside the• volume of. the body V, since 

- -n2 = E1E2 and the remaining part·of this theorysh9ws that the mean 

energy is an integral function of. this term •. The first term may be 

written 

* = - = -· 

E2 and E1 bei~g the negative gradient:s·of the c_omplex potentials IJl2 and 

IJl1 and cj> = This first part of (II-7) can be further re-
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duced by means of the identity 

which gives 

II-9 

since div D =Pleads to div (52 - 51) = 0 since the charge distribution 

is fixed. Using (II-9) and Gauss's'theorem gives 

-s = - liin ~ s + 00 

0 

II-10 

The first closed surface integral taken over the surface S, goes to 
0 

* zero as the surface increases to an infinite size, for~ will be nearly 

-1 - 2 2 proportional tor , D tor- and the area tor. The integral is then 

nearly proportional tor -1 

The total change in the .mean energy (II-6) is 

t:,.w = ! Re 5~ (ff../ i52 - E/ n1) dv, 
II-11 

In general JS D df = charge so the first term equals the time mean of 

the work done, at the charged conductors present·in .the system. Subtract .. 

ing it from !::,.w gives the mean energy of the introduced body. 
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This expression can be rewritten as 

II-13 

It is assumed that the field is weakly divergent to the extent that 

the field inside the introduced.spherical dielectric body is homogeneous 

to a.first approximation. The internal field is then 

= 

Substituting this in (II - 14) gives 

e: * 3 e:l e: 2 1 Liu = Re f [e: + (1 - -) 
4 v 2e:1 e:1 

therefore 

2 

* but E1 • E = 

Liu = - 3 Re 
2.2 

= 2 
Re -3 

f 
v 

f 
v 

where E the r.m.s. value of the field. 
0 

E = IE I /,/2 o. 

The force on the body is given by 

E ·E*] 
1 

II-14 

dv, II-15 

II-16 

II-17 

II-18 

II-19 
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-+ -+ 
(Liu) , F = - v II-20 

3 E: * (e:2 - e:l) 
(E 2) 1 -+ 

= v Re v II-21 2 E:2 + Ze:l 0 ' 

if e: not e:(x); and where Vis the volume of the body, this free equation 

reduces to the well known expression for loss-free dielectrics 

-
F = 

3 
2 

v E: I 

1 

(E: I - E: ') 
2 1 

E: f + 2E: I 
2 1 

the dielectric constants.e:' being real. 

II-22 



CHAPTER III 

APPARATUS.AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Test Cell and Electrodes 

To observe the dielectrophoretic response of a particular particle· 

a test cell was used in which the p~rticle was suspended between two 

electrodes. This test cell was constructed of a Pyrex tube fitted with 

an optically- flat glass window. The window was thin enough to allow 

observation of the particle by a lOOX microscope, the eyepiece of which 

contained a graduated reticle. 

The particle was suspended bya fine glass fiber (some 4.5 cm long) 

between the electrodes, the particle being attached to the fiber by 

means of a minute amount of an insoluble epoxy cement. The fiber itself 

was supported by wedging .it in a hol~ drilled in a teflon spacer between 

the electrodes. 

The electrode.system was constru~ted.of two parallel platinum wires 

of 1.02 mm diameter; separated by.tefl.on spac~rs at a·dist:ance of 2.1 

mm. They were supported by thin teflon arms from a large teflon support. 

The large support passed through a.teflon plug inserted in the pyrex 

tube. 

These electrodes were polished.as far as possible with crocus cloth 

and chemically cl.eaned using a solution of ether and liCl. 

9 
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Electrodes and the Electric Field 

Platinum electrodes were used as their electrode polarization is 

less than that of most other materials. The polarization due to the 

double layer.of charge on the surface of the electrodes reduces the 

field strength for conducting liquids at low frequencies, This double 

layer has an electrical impedance inversely proportional to its capaci~ 

tance and frequency. As a result the applied potential drops steeply 

over the double layer and the electric field in the liquid changes with 

frequency. Therefore, the dielectrophoretic response in lossy media is 

more properly measured at high frequencies. 

The electric field was produced across the electrodes by applying 

the amplified voltage from an audio frequency (0 .1 KHz - 10 KHz) 1genera

tor: Hewlett Packard 200 CD. The audio amplifier used was a Heath A9, 

A separate high frequency 2.5 MHz voltage source capable of producing 

200 volts r.m.s. was also used. The voltage across the electrodes was 

measured using a Hewlett Packard 410B radio frequency voltmeter (fre

quency response 20 Hz - 200 MHz) , 

The Liquid Medium 

The dielectrophoretic response of particles was observed in mix

tures of dioxane and water over a dielectric co.nstant range. of 2, 2 to 

79. Dioxane was chosen as it is readily miscible in water and by addi

tion of water the dielect.ric .constant of the mixture could therefore be 

easily increased. Mixtures were prepared having the dielectric con-

stants 2.2, 3.5, 4.4, 5.8, 9.0, 12.0, 37, and 79. The proportions of 

water to dioxane were those given by Kraus and Fuoss, as shown in Table 

115
0 
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TABLE I 

DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS OF THE WATER/DIOXANE MIXTURE 

Comp9sition of Liquid Dielectric Constant 
C4Hi2 _ H20 

100.0 o.o 2.20 

95.99 4~01 3.5 

93.63 6.37 4.4 

90.50 9.50 5.8 

85.05 14.95 9.0 

79. 77 - 20.23 12.0 

47.0 53.0 37 

o.o 100.0 - 78.6 
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The resistivity ,for a particular dielectric constant·· value of the 

liquid medium was altered by the addition of the salt tetra-iso-pentyl-

ammonium nitrate · (Eastman· Kodak) • This salt was chosen as it readily . 

dissolves in dioxane and in water. The addition of the salt ta water 

depresses the dielec~ric constant.very little, and not importantly (for 

16 example. 10 Min water depressed it from 80 to, 79.8 • At -each dielec-

tric constant of the liquid medium three different .resistivities were 

used. 

In the preparation of the mixtures, high resistivity (105 Q meter) 

distilled water was used, this being obtained by passing distilled ;water. 

through a mixed bed ion""'.exchanger. 

Measurements of Resistivity 

A resistance probe with bright platinum electrodes of approximate 

2 area 40 (mm) and separated by a distance of 1 mm was used to measure 

the resistance of the liquid media. The rest of the probe supporting 

the electrodes was made of polyacetal""'.resin, with insulated platinum 

wires running through it to tq.e electrodes. To obtain tqe cell constant· 

for the probe it was calibrated against another probe, a Yellow Springs, 

Instrument Company. Model 3400 conductivity cell with known.cell con-

stant. 

Resistances up to 105 Q-m were easily measured by the alternating 

current method. The proqe with a variable nulling capacitor (10-7 F -

10-lO F) formed one arm·of Wh B 'd a eatstqne ri ge. The remainder of the 

Bridge consisted of a 1650 B General Radio·Bridge, complete with a null 

detector. 

The resistance could be measured over the frequency range-100 Hz -
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20.i KHz by applying the output from an audio frequency generator to the 

1650 B Bridge. In the experiment the resistance of the liquid media was 

measured before and after its use in the dielectrophoresis cell. 

Particles 

Part:i.cles of six different materials were studied: silicon, sili""." 

con dioxide, tin, stannic oxide, rutil~, and lead hafnate. These parti

cles had no sharp edges and were roughly spherical in _shape, having .been 

polished by means of a sma.11 cylindrically shaped air centrifuge. The 

centrifuge wall was covered with,a fine abrasive paper. The air entered 

through the_ cylinder wall of the centrifuge tangentally and the resulting 

rapid stirring motion caused the particles to hit against the cylinder 

wall. 

The values of dielectric constant and resis.tivity for the particles 

are given in.Table II. The silicon dioxide has a high D.C. resistivity. 

The A.C. resistivity is taken not to vary significantly over.the fre-

quency range us_ed in this experiment • The· variation of resistivity 

with frequency was measured for silicon and lead hafnate and was found 

to be instgnificant. 

The dielec~ric constants of ·-lead hafnate and, cassiterite were 

measured as a function of frequency by G. Baum and the variation for the 

17 purpose of this experiment was taken to be negligible 

Method 

A particular particle was suspended-in the te~t cell which.was 

filled with a liquid medium of.known dielectric cqnstant, the liquid 

medium of lowest dielectric constan~ being used first so that the resis-



TABLE II 

VALUES OF DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS AND SPECIFIC RESISTIVITIES USED 

Dielectric Reference Resistivity 
Material Constant Frequency Source (ohm-meter) 

silicon 11.9 13 GHz A 5.0 x 10 2 

silicon dioxide 3.78 1 MHz B 1016 

tin 
-4 ----- ------ - 1.1 x ,10 

stannic oxide 24 1 GHz 
3 c 2.7 x 10 

rutile B 1.0 x 10 4 

(II optic axis) 170 1 MHz B 
(l optic axis) 86 1 MHz B 

lead hafnate 350· 1 MHz D 1016 

A - H.B. Briggs, Phys. Rev., J..]_, 287 (1950). 

Reference 

E 

c 
F 

E 

G 

E 

B - A. von Rippel, Dielectric Materials and Applications, pub. jointly by the Tech. Press of M.I.T. 
and John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New ~ork (1954). 

C - Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, pub. by Chemical Rubber Co., 37th ed. 

D - Dr. E. E. Kohnke, Okla. State University, private coIIimunication. · 

E - Measured in our laboratory. 

F - Lange Handbook. 

G - D. C. Cronemeyer) Phys. Rev. ~' 896 (1951). 
f--' 

°' 
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tivity of the media decreased with each successive run.· At zero voltage 

# the particle was positioned at a fixed distance near one of the elec-

trodes and this distance was maintained over the complete range of di-

electrics of the liquid media. A run was started by filling the cell 

with the liquid medium of lowest dielectrit; constant. For a particular 

frequency the voltage necessary to cause different deflections was re-

corded and tables of deflection against voltage for each resistivity and 

frequency were.recorded. The cell was then emptied slowly and the re-

sistance of the medium measured. Before refilling for the next run with 

a medium of higher dielectric constant the cell was carefully rinsed 

with this next medium. 

The Equation (II-10) indicates that the dielectrophoretic force 

varies as the r.m.s. voltage squared. Assuming Hooke's Law to hold for 

small displacements of the particle from zero field equilibrium position 

the deflection observed was taken to be directly proportional to the 

voltage squared. Graphs of deflection against voltage squared were 

plotted. From these the initial slopes at the origin were determined •. 

The theoretical dielectrophoret:ic force (Z 1 ) for unit applied voltage ca c· · 

is seen from Equation (II-10) to be directly proportional to 

£((£2 - £1) 

£2 + 21 

The value of this slope for a particular set of resistivities and di-

electric constants is computed using the program shown. 

·!:'; ... 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

To illustrate the dielectrophoretic response the data was plotted 

as graphs of deflection against voltage squared as shown, e.g,, in Fig-

ure 3, _At the origin the slope gave a measure of the force per unit 

voltage. This initial slope Z b was plotted against the dielectric · Os. 

constant of the liquid medium. The graphs for different conditions are 

in three sets exhibiting: firstly how the force on different particl~s 

behaves with frequency in liquids of differing dielectric constant, 

secondly, how the force ort the particles changes when the salt tetra-

iso-pentylammonium nitrate is added, and thirdly, how the experimentally 

determined initial slope correlates with that predicted by the theory 

Equation II-10). 

Interestingly the results predicted by the ideal dielectric force 

Equation (II-22), in which the real dielectric constants are replaced by 

complex dielectric constant~~ agree with those deduced from the analyti-

cally rigorous force Equation (II-21), when they are compared utilizing 

the .experimental values of dielectric constants and resistivities. 

Furthermore, the computer print-out shows that the theoretical di-

electrophoretic force is not sensitive to large changes in the resist-

5 ' ivity of the particles (i.e., 'changes of the order 10 ohms-meter), but 

is sensitive to small changes in the resistivity of the liquid medium 

(i.e., of the order< 10 ohms-meter). 

18 
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The first set of graphs show the effect of the voltage on the di-

electrophoretic force on the particle, this force being directly pro-

portional to Z b, 
O S 

The graphs in set one generally can be divided at the value 10, of 

the dielectric constant of the :liquid ~edium, into two major ranges. 

The region with high resistivity of the liquid medium corresponds to the 

region with dielectric constant values 2.2to 10, while low resistivity 

of the liquid medium corresponds to the region with dielectric constant 

values 10 - 80 of the liquid medium. Generally, in the region mentioned 

in the first instance above; the magnitude and direction of the force is 

independent of the frequency. In the other region the force is seen to 

differ for different frequencies. 

The graphs show that different particies behave in characteristi-

cally different ways, i.e., the Z b (as defined on the previous page) 
OS, 

is a function of frequency. 

Silicon is deflected at all frequencies and in both regions in the 

positive direction, that is towards the electrode or region of highest 

field intensity. No cross-over point is exhtbited. 

The quartz particle was found to cross over at about 4.4 for all 

three frequencies used, i.e., at K2 = 4.4. In the second region all 

the deflections are negative and the lowest frequency produces the 

greatest force. In the first.region it is noted that all the forces 

after 4.4 are negative. 

The responses of the tin particle in the .first region are the same 

as each other at all three frequencies, but in the second region the 

higher frequency produces a greater deflection in the positive direction 
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than the two other frequencies. 

The stannic oxide particle behaves in a similar manner to the 

quartz. The cross-over value·for 2.55 MHz is at K2 = 27. The other 

frequencies produce a cross-over of the particle in the first region. 
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The force differs greatly for iiifferent frequencies in region one 

for lead hafnate. The high frequency curve shows no cross-over. 

Finally, the dielectrophoretic response of the rutile particles 

was found to be erratic, being particularly so at the lower frequencies, 

and the high frequency force appears to tend towards a cross-over beyond 

the second region. 

The second set of graphs show the change in the.force on the addi

tion of the salt tetra-iso-pentylammonium nitrate to the liquid medium. 

For silicon the addition of the salt produces an effect similar to 

the lowering of the frequency of the applied voltage, i.e., the magni

tude of the positive force is reduced on increasing the concentration 

of the salt. For the highest concentration of salt the force is greatly 

increased when the liquids dielectric constant is greater than 10, 

In the case of quartz the addition of the salt causes an increase 

of the force in the negative direction. The cross-over point is dis

placed to a lower value of K1 than is found in the pure case. This 

displace.ment is agai.n proportional to the concentration of the salt. 

Where tin is concerned the salt increases the force in the posi

tive direction, the increase again depending on the concentration of the 

salto 

For the remaining three particles, stannic oxide, lead hafnate and 

rutile, the behavior previously noted is similarly observed, i.e., a 

reduction of the dielectrophoretic force, and a displacement of cross-
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over points to values usually obtained using low frequencies. 

In the third set of graphs the experimentally determined initial 

slope (i.e., Z b ) is plotted against the calculated theoretical init-o s. . 

ial slope. High frequency (2.55 MHz) voltage was used to eliminate the 

effects of electrode polarization, and the equation was tested using the 

dielectric constant and resistivity values of the particles and liquid 

media shown in the computer print-out. 

The test of correlation between the theoretical force and the ex-

perimental one (I-2) is that when plotted they should exhibit common 

zeros and linearity. 

The graphs for silicon and lead hafnate do not show correlation, 

the silicon being the most divergent from the theory. The graphs for 

the remaining particles show a tendency towards linearity and common 

zeros. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Brief Summary of the Work 

The dielectrophoretic response of real particles of different mate

rials, in liquid dielectrocs differing in resistivity and dielectric 

constant, has been studied. The effect of the addition of the salt 

tetra-iso-pentyllaI!llllonium nitrate to the liquid medium was also observed. 

The experimentally observed force.was compared with that predicted by a 

theory which allowed for the conductivity of the materials. 

Conclusions 

For all the particles studied (except tin) an interesting general 

effect was observed: in the case of the pure liquid the addition of the 

salt to the liquid media reduced the dielectrophoretic force resulting 

from the high frequency voltage in the same manner as the force would be 

reduced if the frequency were lowered.· As a result it appears that di

electrophoretic properties of particles should be measured at high fre

quencies" 

For the silicon.particle there is no correlation between the ob

served dielectrophoretic behavior and the theoretically calculated di

electrophoretic behavior. This may be due to not knowing the correct 

value of the dielectric constant of silicon, the value used being 12. 

This value for silicon was determined at a very high frequency 12 GHz, 
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(Table I). Recently it has been shown that there is a possibility of 

silicon having an extremely high dielectric constant, even at 2.55 MHz, 

h f d . h' . 18 t e requency use int is experiment The alternative explanation to 

an increase. in th~ dielectric constant would be a drastic reduction in 

the resistivity of the silicon to l0-3 ohms-meter, which would then give 

the observed effects. The latter is most improbable. 

The conunonly accepted dielectric constant for silicon is twelve 

(see Table II) but its present experimental 'behavior indicates a far 

greater value if it is in an.ionically conductive medium of high di-

electric constant (see Figure 10). The increased effective dielectric 

constant may be due to the .interaction of the current flowing in the 

liquid medium with ions adsorbed on the surface of the silicon (ionic 

double layer effect). 

Energy states _having energies distributed in the forbidden region 

between the valence and the conduction bands also exist at the surface 

of a semi-conductor.· These surface states will be affected by surface 

charges due to aqsorbed negative ions. (It is usual to see hydroxyl 

ions preferentially adsorbed on solids in contact·with water19 .) 

Electrical double layers will be bu:Ut up, one on the liquid side and 

one on the solid side of the interface. At equilibrium the Fermi level 

of the surface states and that of the bulk material will tend to equal-

ize. A surface layer within the. crystal. will form as electrons in the 

cond~ction band are repelled by the negative surface state charges and 

a net:positive charge will ex:f,st in the.resulting space charge region. 

As a result the energy bands are bent upwards, as illustrated. 

The usual ionic.Helmholtz double layer is caused by-the preferen'."" 

tial adsorption of negative ions from the, liquid medium. Those adsorbed 
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negative ions, on the side of the silicon facing the positive electrode 

will tend to be neutralized as current flows. This is caused by the 

positive ions in the current flowing toward the surface. Simultaneously 

the adsorbed.negative ions on the far side .of the particle should have 

their density increased. The net result will be an external dipole 

which acts externally as an increase in the effective dielectric con

stant of the particlei 

The Enhancement of Bulk Liquid Polarization by Ions 

Using the pure mixture curve as a reference line (see Figure 10) 

we note that two opposing effects are operating. As the dielectric con

stant of the liquid medium increases the addition of salt at first 

causes the silicon to be less attracted into the region of highest field 

strength. This, we believe, is a reflection of the increased polariza

tion of the now conductive medium. 

The Enhancement of Polarization of Solids by Ionic Double Layer 

As the dielectric constant of the medium increases still further, 

however, the double layer effect can now be supported. This produces 

in turn a huge internal polarization in the semiconductor and in crys

tals which have large internal populations of free charge. The solid, 

because of its now higher effective polarization, acts, as it were, more 

polar than the liquid medium. We see this for silicon in the upturn and 

cross over of the slope against dielectric constant lines of the salt

added curves in Figure 2B. 

Finally, there is no striking correlation between the theoretically 

calculated and the experimentally determined behavior for the rest of 



the particles. For each, the best correlation is obtained for the 

highest resistivities of the liquid media. 
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APPENDIX 

COMPUTING PROGRAM 

$JOR 2233-50007 C, M. FEELEY 
___ (_ H-IJUAL_ 5!-QPE OF Tl-iE fORCE EQN, COMPLEX C, M, Ht:LEY 
t COMPLEX Et,E2,CMPLX,CONJG 

-1L._ __ RE~L KJ_,K2 __ _ 
1 WRITFl6,10l 
-'~ --- __ L(l..f ORMA TI Hil, 2 X, 2 Iii< 1, 7 X ,..ZH1<2 1 '?X, 5HF I KC I 1 5X, ZHP l , CJ X, ZIIP 2, 11 X, 

12HZl,12X,2HZ2,12X,5HZOBS,llX, 13X) 
5 __________ Pl=J, 1415.9.27 ___ _ 
6 E0=8,854E-12 
7 1 RF.Alli.2.2.QJJS.hK.2..a.faJ>-1..L.e..2Ll.0..6-5.. ____ _ 
~ 20 f0RMATIF6,0,2El2,4,4P2El2,410PF9,0) 
9_ f0W=2_,D*Pl*f. 
10 Sl=l,0/EOW/Pl 
JL-- ____ S 2= l, 0 /E OW/J>2_ 
12 EPl=ED*Kl 
13 _E..P--2..=.f...O..!KL _____ _ 
l'l El=CMPLXIEPl,-SU 
J5_ _ _ Ez:cCMPLX( EP21-::S2 t ____ _ 
lb Zl=REALICONJGIEll*(E2-Ell/lF.2+2,*Elll 
-17=----- _ J 2=RE ALU F 11 *IE 2-J:ll/lf. 2 +2, *E 1 I J 
ti IFKC=F/1000,0 

-l--1----..!d.13.LI.E..-1:.!id QL.K.L • .K2-Ll.EKGE:.L.1_P_2_Ll.0.ttS , l11_J 2 ... 
20 30 f0RMATllHO,F5,l,F9,l,I8,11PlE11,1,F.11,l,El4,4,Fl4,4,El5,4,El5,4, 
_ _ J,E15.41 

'.l.l GO TO l 
i1. _________ l;ND 
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l<,1 1<2 FCKC) Pl P2 ZobS 22 

t,l',01E 02 
l ,6 l 0'1E 02 
5, 9000E 01 
1,2300E O;:> 
7,50MF o:~ 
?,A600E 07 
7, IJOOOE 02 
2,2900E 02 
l.1900E 02 
7, 5000E 02 
5 ,900(IF. 01 

-l ,<J200E 02 
-5,0000F. 01 
-A,lOOOE 00 
-1 ;MOOE Ot 
-8,3000f 00 

t,2700E 01 
l,5400E 01 

-2-50orlE IJ2 
-2,3100E 01 

t,2500E 01 
·3, 21 OOE 01 .. 
I, 750'1E 01 
l ,l 400E f) l 
5, 73 O(IE 01 
4.7?00E Ol 
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Kl 1<2 F(K() P-1 P2 ZObS z I Z2 

12,0 ?4.0 2 ~C,[) '•. 7f ()} 2, 7E 05 6,1000F 01) L,5ol7f-ll 2,6'lhlF-ll 
9,0 24,0 ? ~J :> () 'I, 0 F 0:l ? • 7f: O'i 9,3000f 00 2,'ll45F-ll 2, g,; ~-'11'- l l 
5.H 24,0 ? 55 1") J,Of ')', 2,7E 1)5 4, 3000,: C'O 2,6217F-l 1 2,1i211c-.. LL 
4,4 l4.0 ? 'i 1;)0 q,6E 0't 2. 7E ,)5 5,0000E ()() 2.J276F-ll 2,3!~/F-Jl 
3,5 24.0 ~ '">5() t. !J E 05 2, 7F 05 5,0000E 1)0 2,049?[-l l ? ,04,nr-11 
5, 8 24.0 n 3. OE 1)4 2,7E 06 -7.V)Oor 00 -l ,B?'•'•f-10 lo.H'lt,f'-to 
3,5 7,,, 0 0 t, 8 E ()') ;- , 7F 05 5,'•0ME 00 -3.4/'l)f-ll 7,/(V,()[-)\ 
2,2 24,0 () l ,OE Oh ? , 7F 05 6,l()OQE 00 -1.hq5(if-l?. ?,?lllF-11 
5.8 

l 24, () 10 3, llF 04 2, 7F. o~ r,, ·3QOOF 00 -1, 1, 70'lE·-l O l, \ll"7F-11J 
4.4 2 '•, 0 ](I CJ.6E 04 2, 7F 05 4. 1,oonr: ()') -t,, 7 730[-ll 7. 0'> '-'I,: - 11 
·1. 5 ?4,0 1() l. BF ()~ 2, 7F r) 5 5. ,, none: (] 1) -2,421tJF-l[ 4,4',l!f'-ll 
2,2 24, 0 1'1 l, ()f 06 2, 7F 05 5, ()()QOE <)() L .?~00r-11 l.578or-Ll 

78,0 3, 7 ?550 4,8E 02 l, 0[ l. 8 / ·~t.oot; -"J.2?8"[-11) - 1.? I ? ') ,, - 1 () 
37. 0 3,7 25',i) :I, 3E' 02 1, OF I q 't:,, 7 aoo E-Dl - I ., ~ l SJ ~-1 C) - I e t,n l ?,r-- l ,, 
12.0 3.7 ;>., 'i () l, 0 f' (13 I , OF 1 8 -3,<1·)0:)F-01 -4,l?7lF-l I -3.l\1,H-I\ 
9,0 3, 7 ? 55 I) B .,, F n, 1, nF I A -7. 71)()1)0,-1)1(, -1.9130f-l l - l , 'JI, } ,l >' - l 1 
5,8 1, 7 ? 5 ':i1) 2, g f 01, l , OE l 8 -4,1)10M-13 -1,19<,;,,-12 - 7 , •Vt ~ 1 F - l ; 
4,4 3. 7 2 i:-iso 'l, 2 F () It l • (\f: l q 2. 11Jnor- nu.. -?,H7·lF:-l2 -? • I ~l;)rlF-1? 
3,5 3,7 ? ', '>0 2, :lf: 05 l , O[ IR 3, qnooF- 012, 5.7'31',F-l 3 ~> • 1 0 1,, ? r - t 1 
2,2 3,7 2~50 5,0[ Qi, l. ()f I .9 l, l h".lJE-'l 1 3 , i, 1 7? r - l 2 ·1, 61J I.' r - I? 

78.0 3, 7 l ') I+, 8E 02 1 • () r: 1 q -2, 5 O 00 F ')? -1,',·JRSF-l <l -3,/!'hr"-1'1 
31. 0 3,7 llJ l , 8[ ')? I, OF 14 0,')._)()Jl'-'ll -l. cl11:\71--1 '1 -1 • jq? 1f -]J 
12,0 3.7 in l , 0 E O? 1. OF l 8 -l,360Dc Jl -7,7h'-J 1•1'-ll -? • f{f) '1!1 r:: - l. l 
9,0 3, 7 11) ~ • t, E I)' !. ()f I q -2,500,1f I) l -6.'t?qc:i~=-11 - I , ",? '1 1, 1- l 1 
9.0 1,7 1 0 l. 1 F 03 1, OF 14 -?.5000[ ,) ? -.,,41,11r-1 l -l.'i/1\1-11 
4,4 3, 7 1 () C/,?F 04 l. 0F 1 8 ?,t,O('Of 00 -4,016?F-l 1 11 • tt l (,l"'i F- l ;> 
3. 'i 3. 7 10 ? , 8E 05 1. or l q ; • 90'JOF ')0 -?,340/f'-ll ~). '.) q \.'L- l? 
2,2 3,7 l O 5.0[ 05 l. ()f 1 8 4,1oooc on -l.3l03r-11 4.'J 1)3!t[-l) 

37 .o 3,7 () 3.-H O? l, Of I 8 0,0100E-'.ll -l.8'117f-l"\ -1. 1'1211-1·, 
37. 0 3 50. 0 ? 55 0 4,5[ 03 1. OE 14 2, 5'JMF-0l ? ,4 l li'J!---1 0 ? • 1--t I •)It F - I IJ 
9. () 350,1) ?550 l. 2E o, ... l , OF 14 l, 7000E-'.) l 7, :rn l 'if--1 I I• J-lt,20-11 
5, fl 350,0 ;,s so· l. l F 04 I, Of 14 I ,DOOOF-01 4 ,RgS?F-11 1,. q') l 'll"-11 
4,4 350.0 2 5 ~(' 2, 7F ()5 \. OF 14 R, IJOOOE-0? 1, 7571,F-\ l 'l, 7'>71+F-l 1 
3,5 150,0 ?5SO 3, OE (15 1. nF l ,, 1. ooonE-'l? l.O'l7H-l l "l ,0'17:H-- l l 
2.2 350, 0 ?5(1') l, tlF ()'j 1. OF l', 2 ,OOIJ'JF-02 1 • 'l l l h F -1 I I.Cit I i,F- 11 

78,0 35n.o 10 l. OF (13 1 . ()[ 14 -R,3,)ME-11 ··?,t,[0',>:-)g l • '..J4 7() F - ()CJ 

3 7, 0 150.0 IO '•, SF 03 1 , OF 14 -2 .400'.JE-1 l -1 ,"fl8lE-09 l , 7 3 '] 7f- ()'-I 

12. O ]50,0 )() I, "IE 01 l. CF 14 -? , 0000E ~0? -? , :n6:>F-<.)9 2.? -~ tt q F - r)o 

q,o 350, n l'.1 1.? F 04 l. or l4 l. l'll)OF-IP - H. •)7 HP. E - l o CJ • "> Lt q -~ r- -· 1 1) 

4.4 350,0 l () ? • 7 F \15 l , 0 F. 1 ,, 2 ,')()()()f-1)? ,,t,?'iOF-ll , ... ()[J /1? )' - 1 1 
3,5 350,0 111 i,9[ 1)5 1. OF \It (;, 00')) "-02 ? , A499F-l l 3 , l 'i 91, c - I l 
?,2 350.0 1 (\ I 'flE 06 I • 01" l', ? .OOllOf-0? l.Rd7 1,F-l 1 l • 'I l 'i > F - l l 

78,0 350.0 ,, 1, OE 01 1 , Of l't -2.2A00E 00 -?. .6(){)~f-(l() 1.·J7~9f'-(l'-l 
9,0 350,0 () l. 2 E 04 l, OF l '• o.nonoE-ot -?.11,l7F-'l'J ? • ?R.(-tC'F·-(''-l 

5,8 350,0 ("I 't. OE 04 l, Of· l It -6,'1'lOOE-07 -,2. 3Lr()('lf~-()Y ?. • 7q1.9r-0q 

4.4 350,0 0 ? • 7t 05 l .OF 14 -r, ,1)1)')'.)[-02 - ? • 1 \l? 5 E -0 'l ? • l 'J 1 ? F - ')'1 

3.5 350.0 0 3. or: 0'i 1 • or 14 -9,001)1)[-()2 -? .11,65[~09 ?, • l) ?C)f---()CJ 

78.0 24.0 0 4,6F O? ? • 71' 05 6,A200F () l -5 .026'tt:=-10 -1, Al,?()[-}[_) 

37,0 ?4.0 2','iO 1+ ,-SE 02 l,lf-06 l • 1,onnF 03 ·1.noCF-10 "J,)71,'.lf-l(l 
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